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WE ARE ALWAYS ‘BECOMING’

R

ecently I was fortunate enough to have a
seat at the Southbank to see Michelle
Obama in discussion with author
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Much of what was
expressed that evening resonated with me, not
least in terms of our pursuit of excellence, often
against the odds, at St Marylebone.
Michelle Obama touched on themes you’ll also
see in this issue of Messenger, such as segregation and integration, connection and communication, voice and silence, philanthropy, service and
leadership.
Our young people speak up zealously but also
intelligently for the silenced and oppressed, as
you will read in the pieces here on Black History
Month and Shakespeare’s women.
They make connections between cultures and
nations: see the French and Spanish pages, the
reflections on work experience and the EPQ piece
on Cuba.
They explore the relationship between humans
and the land in Duke of Edinburgh and the Geography Field Trip, and between past and present in

the amphitheatre of Ostia Antica where ‘We could
hear the echoes of our own cheering clearly, and
thought about the fact that in the Roman era
plays were acted out in the same spot, and the
cheering from the crowd would have sounded
exactly like ours.’
As ever, at St Marylebone, creativity overcomes
outdated stereotypes: see the articles on innovation in STEM and Poetry Day.
I was very lucky to get a ticket to see Michelle
Obama. However, I was even luckier to get a
ticket to something which sold out almost as
quickly and which, arguably, was an even greater
celebration of integration, sorority and possibility
(and fun, love, laughter): the whole-school production Hairspray. Photos and reflections on this
terrific production are also in this issue.
Michelle Obama was asked why her book is
called Becoming, as if she has not ‘arrived’ or
‘made it’. Her answer was an important one for
our young people: we do not ever wholly ‘arrive’.
We are always developing, learning, becoming. At
St Marylebone, we do not want our students to
know now what they are to be when they ‘grow
up’; we encourage the exploration, the search in
self, spirit, society, world, which makes
‘becoming’ an enriching experience.
I hope you enjoy this issue. My thanks to
student editors Flora, Caitlin and Simran and to
Ms Owen for their hard graft and ambition in
making it happen. I wish you all a happy 2019.

Kathryn Pugh, Headteacher
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WHOLE-SCHOOL MUSICAL

THE 1960s COME TO LIFE

B

eing a part of the whole-school production of Hairspray
was truly amazing. More than two months of what felt
like hundreds of hours of rehearsals led to this play
being a huge success.
Whilst the constant repetition of a few specific moves in the
rehearsals was extremely draining, we really enjoyed all of it,
from walking around school with our hair done in outlandish
styles, to the whispers of 'good luck' behind the glittery curtain
which separated the nervous performers from the audience.
One of my favourite parts was hair, makeup and costume,
as my character had to realistically portray the part of a
1960s school girl. The wide net skirts, bright red lipstick and
massive hair all added to the effective evocation of this era:
despite the fact that throughout each performance, our hair
and makeup became progressively worse due to the extreme
heat on the stage and the multiple energetic dances. It was
both challenging but rewarding to learn new dance moves.
Hairspray was a once-in-a lifetime experience and I would so
easily do it all over again.
Elsa G, Y11
I PARTICULARLY ENJOYED working together as a group to
create a production that was so thrilling to perform. We
improved our teamwork skills, as we incorporated everyone's
ideas and practised our numbers together to ensure we were
in sync. I enjoyed the rehearsal process, in which so much
detail and thought was put into each movement by the directors Ms Burton and Ms McAlister-Dilks.
Tahira D, Y9
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MFL

LANGUAGES AND ME

C

ommunicating is something humans have
always been able to do, even if not through
defined words. The intricacy of languages
and their outstanding detail often amazes me.
Since learning a language, I have noticed rules
and structures in English I never even thought
about. I am also intrigued by the seemingly natural
way a language is learnt from birth in contrast to
the difficulty of learning a new one 15 years later.
Not only is the foundation and practicality of a
language inspiring but the culture and traditions
that come with it, too. These are what make the
world an interestingly diverse place and people
are still learning from each other today.
One reason I love languages is because some
aspects are untranslatable. For example, the word
‘Heimat’ in German sums up a sense of familiarity
and belonging that can’t be explained in just
one word in English. Additionally, in Portuguese
the word ‘esperto’ describes someone who is
quick-witted, canny, intuitive and spirited, all in a
single word.
The differences and specificity of languages is
not only what makes them outstanding but is also
what unifies them. In London, for example, there
are thousands of people from all over the world,
speaking different languages yet we are able to
communicate and coexist in one place.
Darcey W, Y11

PIC CAPTION AND CROP BOTTOM

OXFORD OPPORTUNITIES
DURING THE LAST two weeks of the summer term, I took the opportunity to visit Oxford University
where I attended the three-day LCLC (London Centre for Languages and Culture) Summer School. The
aim was to encourage students to continue learning languages, and to find out how useful they can be
beyond education. I quickly learnt the benefits of studying languages and the range of career paths
they can provide, such as the ability to communicate with different people, understand cultures and
being able to travel the world.
I took part in Japanese, Polish and Arabic taster sessions which were refreshing and exciting, as I
had never learnt these languages before. I gained an insight into different grammatical structures:
these were especially unusual in Japanese which I found to be unlike any other language I had studied
previously.
Over the course of the three days, we had to complete the task of writing a comparative essay on two
Spanish poems of our choice, in which we worked with tutors as well as languages students at Oxford,
which was incredibly useful into giving a taste of what studying languages at university may be like,
and was a useful insight into the unique method of teaching at Oxford. As well as this, we learnt how to
analyse Spanish literature and work in timed conditions which although challenging, provided a great
sense of satisfaction when handing it in to our tutors to mark.
Overall, this trip proved to be beneficial in order to enhance my understanding of the importance of
languages, and how they provide a new way of thinking and are becoming increasingly important due
to today’s context in which the world is becoming more and more interconnected. Fiona G, Y13
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MFL

SPRING TULIPS
I remember multi-coloured tulip fields in
the middle of spring.
The view from the top of the old mill
seemed out of time,
I saw endlessly the flat horizon across
fields,
The wind in the sky whispered slowly.
I remember the tall, narrow houses that
were reflected in the water.
The barges in the form of dwellings, paraded under my sheepish eyes,
and the bicycles hanging on all the walls
of the city, wasn't it beautiful this decor of
bicycles!
I drove my boat over the water and I
danced with him on the movements of the
water.
I remember my walks along the sandy
beach,
and chocolate ice cream, oh what a
delight! I loved their scent.
Marine iodine filled my nostrils with
happiness.
All these pleasures warmed my heart.
I wandered in the woods filled with bluebells that looked like Van Gogh's
canvasses.
I climbed with my friends, at the top of the
tall trees from where I could see our tiny
bulldog.
I will remember all my life this flat country
Holland! Oh Holland! How I would like to
come back to see you today!
Juliette A, Y7 (translated from the French)

Petra N, Y13
Petra N, Y13

BEAUTIFUL CINEMATIC FANTASIES
YEAR 12 STUDENTS of French visited the British Film Institute, home to 275,000 titles. This is where
are housed the treasures which marked the development of cinema, such as the works of Charlie
Chaplin, David Lean and the French New Wave.
The New Wave was an incredible change in the French approach to cinema, which would become
the world’s. Although it seems like Hollywood has always been the heart of filmmaking, cinema traces
its roots back to the Lumière brothers. Their beautiful fantasies were precursors to early French film.
At the BFI, we were shown clips from New Wave films, as examples of the distinctive features of
the era.
The first extract shown was from the famous À Bout de Souffle. The director, Jean-Luc Godard, was
typical of New Wave directors in heavily criticising contemporary issues. We also watched Les 400
Coups, by François Truffaut, already a known critic before directing. The natural light used and varied
camera angles following the action emphasise realism.
If you’ve ever admired the tracking shots of a Wes Anderson film or simply a film where the camera
moves at all, you’ve experienced an element of New Wave filmmaking. Marion W, Y13
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ENGLISH

MEMORIES OF POETRY DAY
At this year’s Year 7 Poetry Day we were delighted again to welcome performance poet Francesca
Beard, who inspired our students to write poems on the theme of ‘where I come from.’
I come from playing the piano every night
I come from flying to every city with the birds
Reading and watching Harry Potter.
I come from singing at the top of my lungs.
I come from a very noisy family
All the way from Yemen.
A dog playing security guard to keep the birds
away.
I come from a new baby sister who is born
today.
Jana A
I come from a little village called
Highgate,
That many people from the city
Think is in the countryside.
I come from my old school up the hill,
Where everybody knew me,
And I knew everybody.
I come from books;
I just jumped right off the pages.
I come from scary movies:
My uncle loves them and shows them to us.
Elle W, Y11
I com from the loud playground,
I come from delicious food,
I come from my mum
Forms created performances based on a poem on the theme of
My dad
memory. At the end of the day, the performances were judged by
Lyra, Leila, Lily
Francesca and Miss Pugh. The joint winning forms were B and W,
Nina H-D
who then had the opportunity of performing in our Founders’ Day
Assembly in Church on the last day of term.
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ENGLISH

SHAKESPEARE’S WOMEN

T

his year’s two-day Shakespeare Summer
School, for 40 Year 12 students from
our school and from Grey Coat and St
Augustine’s, had the theme of gender, with a
focus on As You Like It, which we saw at Regent’s
Park Open Air Theatre.
Before learning the plot, we acted out characters
to see how they engaged with each other.
Then the first lecture, ‘Gender and Identity in
Shakespeare’s Comedies’ by Andrew Zurcher from
Cambridge University, made us think about why
we laugh at things we are uncomfortable with, and
about the contentious attitudes towards women in
Shakespeare, a man in a misogynistic age.
Splitting off into seminars, my group focused on
a critical essay, ‘The Homoerotics of As You Like
It’, which suggested the play presents elements of
both homoeroticism and heterosexuality in all the
characters. Our group then had the challenging
task of explaining what we’d learnt from the article
to two other groups, using examples from extracts
of the play to back up our interpretations.
The highlight of the course for me was the
production of As You Like It, as it was wonderfully
engaging, though the second half was stronger
than the first in terms of staging and set. All the
characters were well played, and the casual
misogyny that Rosalind (played by Olivia Vinall)
expresses when disguised as Ganymede was
clearly disagreed with on stage, with Keziah
Joseph (who played Celia/ Aliena) making faces
behind her and verbally disagreeing with her when
she went too far. The redemption of Oliver (played
by Beruce Khan), Orlando’s (Edward Hogg) brother
was made more believable by the decision to have
his character blinded by the usurping Duke.
The attempt at modern staging involved a rather
brutalist set at the beginning, with chains hanging
from the frame which enclosed the stage, whose
main purpose was to dramatically fall to reveal the

Y7

forest of Arden. The water around it was filled with
rubbish, and although the climate change issue
(obviously a modern issue) wasn’t addressed
explicitly, there was a clear contrast between the
usurping Duke’s court and the exiled Duke’s.
The second half changed the set dramatically,
with the rubbish removed from the water, reused
tires filled with flowers and turned into a swing.
On the second day there was further debate on
Shakespeare’s female characters, and on the
problematic ways in which gender is presented in
Anthony and Cleopatra and even more so, The
Taming of the Shrew. The debate was begun with
a lecture by Molly Clark, from Oxford University, a
former student at Grey Coat. Molly talked about
the stronger female characters, Lady Macbeth and
Beatrice (Much Ado About Nothing), and how their

Cordelia’s silence gives her
the moral high ground, but
only after she has died!
nature is displayed through masculine language,
rather than by challenging the stereotypes about
their sex. It is impossible to understand Shakespeare’s view, as he questions the validity of
stereotypes while stereotyping. There are also
silenced women in Shakespeare’ plays like Lavinia
(Titus Andronicus) and Cordelia (King Lear).
Cordelia is the idealised silent woman, her silence
robbing her of political power but giving her the
moral high ground, though only after she’s died!
So much information was crammed into two
days that I came away slightly overwhelmed by all
I’d learnt, but it was a great experience with an
open space to debate and discuss. I’d highly
recommend it to anyone considering taking part
next year. Mara W, Y13

CAPTIONS

Y10
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP AND CHURCH

HEAD GIRL’S MESSAGE

H

ello St Marylebone! As weird and surreal as it seems to me that I am
your Head Girl for 2018-19, I am over the moon to be representing
you, the student voice and amazing staff of our school community.
I'm sure some of you look up at the pictures hanging above the stairs in
C block of previous Head Girls, seeing them as just faded faces in the past
when in fact they have all contributed something to the school.
That's why I wanted to be Head Girl. I do not want to be an unrecognisable
face on that wall. I want to make a difference, not for the sake of recognition,
but for you and the future generations of Marylebone students, as I reflect on
how much this school has influenced the person I am today.
I always looked up to the student leadership team. I think everyone does,
but never did I dream of being part of it, let alone having the honour of this
role. I'm not ashamed to share that I want to be as real with you as possible,
proving to you all that anything is achievable as long as you put in the time,
effort and imagination and never settle for anything less than what you want.
I hope that through this role I am serving the school as it deserves, keeping everything in order,
making sure school council runs effectively, and keeping a good line of communication with staff
and students over future events and opportunities. But I and my amazing team also have our own
talents and ideas to bring to the role which we are trying to enforce during the time we have left.
We’re already a ‘world-class school’ and it shows in the standard of the teaching, performance,
opportunities and ethos of the environment, but there are always improvements to be made and I
am well aware that my team and I are not the only ones who have ideas about how to do so. Therefore my main aim is to be available for anyone to speak to, and to be a friendly face: not someone
you know as ‘The Head Girl’, but someone you know as simply Sidney, a St Marylebone student like
all of you. I’m enjoying the adventure with the lovely team by my side. Sidney T, Y13

WELCOME TO OUR NEW CHAPLAIN
I BECAME A CHRISTIAN at university having spent most of my life as a convinced atheist. Since then,
my experience in the Church has involved inhabiting very different parts of the UK, cities, suburbs and
monasteries; time in Africa and on the rugged Atlantic Coast of Barbados. Hopefully all that has prepared me (although I doubt anything could!) for life in the madness of central London and the joy of
being your Chaplain at St Marylebone. Noise, busyness and celebs on every corner. But more exciting
for me is the school community that I am delighted to have become a part of.
I consider it a great privilege to be the chaplain to the young women and men who will be running the
world in a few years’ time. Whether it is politics, the arts, faith, family
life, education, academia, charitable work, science, medicine, law,
industry or commerce, you are the future. My prayer and privilege as
your chaplain is to build a lively and enriching spiritual friendship with
you all, so that whatever life means for you now and in the future it
will be an invitation to fulfilment and joy. Saint Irenaeus said that ‘the
glory of God is a human being fully alive’!
Never be afraid to say hello, to have a chat, or get in touch. As your
personal priest I am here for big things and small, faith stuff, fun stuff,
personal stuff, normal stuff, and everything in between.
Thank you to all who have helped me to feel at home so quickly. I
am passionate about caring for young people and thrilled to be able
to be a part of your school. I am here for everyone, whatever your perspective on faith. Christian communities like our school are places in
which, I hope, everyone is valued, cherished and at home. I pray that I
can be a part of that flourishing. Father Jack
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HUMANITIES

GLACIERS AND GALES

Y

ear 10 Geography GCSE students went to
the Lake District in September to learn
about different glacial formations .
Over the week we looked at path erosions, did
flood investigations and river stream investigations, and looked at a corrie to learn how they are
formed. We visited a river stream, local mountains
and the town of Keswick. We learnt how to do field
sketches and field work.
The only downside was that it was constantly
raining, so everyone got soaked. Even so, everyone seemed to have fun. There was minibus
karaoke, ultimate foosball competitions, as well
as people getting blown over at the top of a corrie
lake by massive gusts of winds. I certainly had fun!
When I’m older, and I look back on it, I’ll
remember how many friends I made here.
It was hard to say goodbye on the last day. Even
with all the rain, the Lake District is such a pretty
and peaceful place. When you compare London to
Keswick, it shocks you because you see how much
London has urbanised. I do suggest going to the
Lake District on a long weekend or a family trip if
you like exploring the outdoors. Zoe P, Y10

ITALY INSPIRES
FORTY TIRED Marylebone girls arrived in Naples
airport on 8th July and went straight to a disused
aqueduct. Built in 20 BC, it became disused
because it wasn't clean enough and caused an
outspread of cholera, so was then used as an

enormous rubbish dump. We
made our way underground for
nearly 40 meters. During
World War Two it was used as
an air raid shelter: you could
still see graffiti depicting objects such as a guitar. The
person in the shelter must
have wanted the comfort of
upbeat music to make the
darkness less daunting.
The next day we visited
Pompeii, the remains of the
town that thousands of years
ago Mount Vesuvius had
exploded over. As you enter
you see the casts of some of
the people who died, one of
the most famous being of a
man who was trying not to
breathe in the highly toxic
gasses, so had his hand to his nose and mouth.
Among the ruins we saw where there had been
shops. You could tell which ones were the most
popular as they had dips in their front steps from
people regularly walking on them. One had been a
laundrette: it was interesting to think that we still
have laundrettes thousands of years later.
Climbing up Mount Vesuvius in the heat, we
could see where the lava had flown down the
sides of the volcano. I visualised the clumps of
rock tumbling down the sides inevitably killing
hundreds of people and animals and the great
clouds of smoke smothering the inhabitants.
We visited the Colosseum where thousands of
people were killed. Emperors set up fights to
entertain the public and gain support. The slaves
were forced to be gladiators, the celebrities of
their time; many died in horrific ways. This showed
me how inhumane people can be: watching someone being killed for fun seems inappropriate, but
of course many people still watch horror movies
for entertainment.
On our last day we went to the Vatican. The
Basilica was gorgeous, with intricate pieces of art
and an amazingly delicate ceiling. I was impressed
by the devotion to God all this work showed. Lastly
we went to Ostia Antica where there are the ruins
of a town and where we held a talent show in the
amphitheatre! We could hear the echoes of our
own cheering clearly, and thought about the fact
that in the Roman era plays were acted out in the
same spot, and the crowd’s cheering would have
sounded exactly like ours. Theodora B, Y10
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SPECIALISMS: MATHS AND ICT

CODE-BREAKING HEROINES

I

was part of a group of Year 10s that went to Bletchley Park last year to learn about Enigma. Some
of us (through the help of The Imitation Game, a film about the life of Alan Turing) knew a bit about
the concept, but this did not make the trip any less exciting.
Entering the pitch-black room full of large ciphers brought to life the brutal conditions faced by
people working there, mostly women called WRENS. Knowing the majority of people working there
were female and were not recognised at the time due to prejudice makes me proud of how far our
country has come since then. Seeing the collection of the workers’ names written on each brick along
one of the walls regardless of their gender showed the sheer scale of the operation.
I learnt a lot about the lifestyles of the workers and tried to understand the copious amounts of
thought put into creating, making and operating the decoding machines. The highlights of the trip were
learning how to break certain codes and using a real-life cipher that looked a lot like a typewriter but
was in fact much more complicated. I also cannot forget watching Mr Vadhwana getting attacked by
the swans at the park during lunch. Overall it was a phenomenal experience as it brought history alive
again and we all felt an overwhelming sense of awe. Lilyann R, Y11

ECO-FRIENDLY TRAVEL
ON 15TH SEPTEMBER, a group of Year 8s went on a trip to
Skyscanner for a workshop led by Skyscanner and Apps for
Good. Skyscanner is a travel fare aggregator website and
travel metasearch engine.
At the top of one of the highest towers, we met the people
who would be leading our workshop. First, we were asked to
choose a cheap holiday for all the people in the room. Our
exploration of how Skyscanner works led to our main focus of
the day: staying eco-friendly. We needed to design an app that
would encourage travellers to be more eco-friendly.
Ideas ranged from finding your nearest water fountain in an
airport (to stop wasting plastic bottles) to having an eco-meter
on the side of the app. In addition to the second idea, pupils
thought that if clients were very eco-friendly on their travels
they could earn vouchers for shops.
After planning out the aim of the app, we started to design
what the screens would be like when a client was using it. We
found this fun as we were able to explore our creativity and the
world of app design. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed this trip, and
hoped to experience this opportunity again. Grace L, Y8
Year 9 Performing Arts Festival
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SPECIALISMS: MUSIC AND DANCE

A TASTE OF LIFE ON STAGE

K

ey Stage 3 scholars and high achievers in Performing Arts gave their annual concert in June at the
prestigious Wigmore Hall.
Having the privilege of using this renowned venue is
wonderful for every performer, every time. Not one person
enters the hall feeling anything but captivated.
2018 marks the 20th anniversary of Marylebone becoming a Performing Arts specialist school, so, to celebrate, all
concerts and events this year have been particularly
iconic. A friend of mine said, ‘The Wigmore Hall performance gives you only a glimpse at how dense Marylebone
is with talent and diversity.’
My absolute love for music and appreciation for the arts
made me eager to perform, especially since it would be my
last opportunity to do so as a St Marylebone student. So I
auditioned with ‘Claire de Lune’, one of my favourite piano
pieces, and also an Acapella pop song called ‘Praying’, with
three fellow students.
A couple of days after auditioning, I was ecstatic to be told
I was going to be doing both, as well as the Year 9 group
piece and the finale, which every performer takes part in.
I began creating rehearsal times and schedules, which
was more exciting than stressful, and more rewarding than
a stereotypically boring rehearsal, because we got more
independence over how we were going to practise.
The Wigmore Hall concert has been a rare and wonderful
event for me, a special day of the year where I can share
music I love with an avid, respectful audience. I’ve had a
taste of life on stage, which is invaluable and which I will
miss very much. However I have learned to always look for
and seize any opportunity while it’s there, so I’ll keep on at
it until I find another. Isabelle A, Y9

Wigmore Hall concert performers
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HISTORY

EYE-WITNESS TO ATROCITY

I

n May, the History Department hosted a talk by Hannah Lewis MBE. Hannah’s childhood was
devastated by the Nazis as they raged through central Europe and Poland.
Born in June 1937 to a prosperous family in Włodawa, Poland, some of Hannah’s earliest
memories were of living near extermination and labour camps. Włodawa was not occupied until 1942,
so from 1939, the area became densely populated with Jews attempting to flee the Nazis. Some of
the refugees moved into Hannah’s parents’ house. Her family was respected in town, owning the saw
and flour mills as well as various properties.
In 1942, the Nazis began to round up Jews and their associates in the area and marched them to
the Sobibór extermination camp or surrounding labour camps. Hannah and her family were marched
to a labour camp called Adampol.
Over time, Hannah’s family disappeared, and Hannah’s father and his cousin escaped, leaving only
Hannah and her mother, Haya, at the camp. In the last winter of occupation, 1944, Hannah fell ill with
suspected typhoid fever. Her mother refused to leave her and stayed with her in the house in which
they both carried out household tasks during the day under Nazi supervision.
Hannah recounted the following events with what seemed a strange calm, as she was describing an
ordeal no person should ever have to experience. What she told us was gripping and devastating. She
remembered a light knock on the door: it was her father, who had returned to warn her mother to
escape as he had heard news of a raid by a German firing squad the next day. Hannah’s mother still
would not leave her side and lay with her by the oven fire in the kitchen.
Next Hannah heard a much sharper rap on the door. She told us her mother held her tightly and
kissed her, before asking her not to follow her. The door shut and that was the last time Hannah
spoke with her mother.
Hannah left the kitchen some time later, and perched on the snow-covered steps of the house. She
watched from only a few metres away as hoards of prisoners, including her mother, were marched
along by German police. They were stopped and fell like leaves as the cruel sound of gunshots rang
out and echoed for miles. Hannah described how the snow turned red under her mother’s fallen body.
Hannah was liberated a few months later. She was reunited with her father and sent to London to
live with her uncle in 1949. Hannah still lives in London today and married in 1961; she now has four
children and eight grandchildren. Ursula B, Y11

REFUGEE WEEK WINNING POEM
Dear Future Home,
I scribble this hastily as I continue to walk
Desperately trying to ignore the sirens squawk
For there’s just no time when you’re like me
No time to stop and talk when you’re a refugee.
Dear Future Home,
I realise I don’t come from much
And I know it’s a battered bag I clutch
My hair is greasy, my expression is grave
Yet acceptance is truly all I crave.
Dear Future Home,
I don’t expect you to be grand
It’s simple: what I’d like is a small safe land
I need shelter, is that too much to ask?
It rains everyday, I feel shadows being cast.
Dear Future Home,
I pray for you to welcome me
It’s not my fault I’m here, you see
Society scorns me for being in the wrong
Dear Future Home… can I ever really belong?
Violet B, Y7
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ESSAY: HISTORY

IF I WROTE THE TEXTBOOK

T

his Black History Month I have been
reminded of the influence black culture has
had on the wide range of art, music and
literature that has inspired my own creativity. I was
born in London to a black Nigerian mother and a
white English father and have benefited from the
multiculturalism of this city. I have grown up proud
of my Nigerian nationality and enjoy the work of
artists, musicians and writers such as Chinua
Achebe, Fela Kuti, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and
Uche Okeke.
However, racism still exists in this country and is
relevant to every member of society. In schools,
racism is treated as a historical problem, but
many black people experience an invisible racism
that feels impossible to articulate and frustrating
to have to prove. Black people often walk away
from encounters not fully understanding why they
felt so demoralised by a certain tone of voice, a
patronising smile or someone’s body language. In
order to understand this culture of racism, the
historical relationship between Europe and Africa
has to be examined.
An attitude of superiority manifests itself
subconsciously in all systems of British society.
Britain’s legacy of racism is rooted in its empire,
the nature of which was extremely hierarchical.
What linked all governors and officers was class,
linked to education. In Ghosts of Empire, Kwasi
Kwarteng remarks, ‘Once admitted to a “decent”
public school, and after obtaining a good degree
either at Oxford or Cambridge, [...] the young man
who wanted to make a career in the colonies
could go as far as luck and talent would take him.’
The legacy of the British empire is a culture of
elitism and superiority cultivated by the public
school system.
Racism in this country has its roots in the Atlantic
slave trade and the colonisation of Africa by
Europe. The slave trade occurred from the late
15th to the mid-19th century and uprooted 18.3
million Africans.
Systems of slavery were common in Africa prior
to the slave trade. In most African societies, slaves
had rights in a system of indentured
servitude. African kings and merchants began
trading slaves for goods and weapons with white
captains. This enabled kings and chiefs to
strengthen their tribes against enemies and
African kingdoms prospered. However, the slave
trade exacerbated conflict between kingdoms as
slave captures became motivation for war and
kings traded slaves for weapons. Slaves faced
horrific brutality. The long-term impacts on many

African kingdoms is largely left out of the history
textbooks; however, they had devastating
implications, still evident today.
The abolition of the slave trade in 1807 resulted
in the collapse of several African kingdoms whose
economies it depended on. Conflict and instability
that continue to this day was fuelled by the
competition for European weapons.
History textbooks use the brutal treatment of
slaves as the prime example of racism. This has
contributed to an understanding of racism to be
violent, inhumane and crude. Whilst there are
many examples of this, the culture of racism in our
society has a different origin. In order to justify the
treatment of slaves alongside the Christian values
the Europeans preached, they claimed that
Africans were biologically inferior.
American scholars Dorothy Hammond and Alta

Black people walk away from
encounters not understanding
why they felt so demoralised
by a certain tone of voice
Jablow describe how British writings about Africa
in the 18th century ‘shifted [...] to judgemental
evaluations of the Africans [...] Slavery in effect,
became the means of the Africans’ salvation, for it
introduced them to Christianity and civilisation.’
The argument of Christian salvation still plays
itself out in marketing campaigns for charities and
missions where people suffering from disease and
poverty are portrayed as helpless, undignified
victims relying solely on the benevolent provision
of saintly westerners.
Many young black people feel marginalised by
the British education system as it promotes British
values whilst disapproving of customs of
language, debate and mannerisms that have ties
with Afro-Caribbean cultures. The University of
Maryland’s ‘Minorities at Risk’ project notes that
the British school system ‘has been indicted on
numerous occasions for racism, and for
undermining the self-confidence of black children
and maligning the culture of their parents.’
It is imperative that we all understand the
historical context of racism. Education in the
subconscious attitudes that play out in British
society would give a voice to the black people
who feel as though their experiences of racism
aren’t valid. Kezia P, Y10
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OPINION: GENDER POLITICS

TOXIC MASCULINITY

M

en in the western world are three times
more likely to commit suicide than
women. Yet at the same time, evidence
suggests that men are significantly less likely to
access mental health facilities, with 34 per cent
of 1,112 employed men saying that they would be
embarrassed, or even ashamed, to take time off
work for issues relating to mental health.
Where does this self-destructive behaviour come
from? The Australian author Tim Winton says that
for young men, ‘there is a constant pressure to put
on the uniform of misogyny.’ Winton’s comments
underline an important issue about how men are
expected to behave, especially regarding the value
and nature of modern masculinity.
So what is toxic masculinity? There are conflicting definitions, but according to one charming
interpretation of the phrase on urban dictionary, it
is the ‘made-up term by feminists… allowing [for]
the continued hatred of men… to support their
own war for supremacy and privilege’. Someone, it
seems, is clearly missing the point.
A more accurate definition of toxic masculinity is
a set of social norms enforced upon men which
are designed to hurt or harm both the individual
and those around them. Examples of this include
being told that ‘men don’t cry’ and parents encour-

aging their children to be strong, limiting their
scope of emotions to anger.
The comedian Robert Webb is vocal on his
experience of this. He explains how his domineering father managed to make him feel as though he
‘was never very good at being a boy’, due in part
to his father’s suppression of his emotions. Sadly,
men across the globe experience this, not only
from authority figures, but from their peers too.
Despite the blatant negative effects of toxic
masculinity, many men get upset with the term.
This may be because, frequently, men are told
that all masculinity is bad; the popular blogging
website Jezebel features the phrase ‘toxic masculinity’ 871 times, but only once uses the phrase
‘positive masculinity’.
This, coupled with the fact that good male role
models are under-represented, leads to a harmful
environment in which men cannot truly thrive. This
is the most damaging aspect of toxic masculinity:
the lack of a replacement. Without a way of educating men to reject the vice of being ‘the man’,
individuals will be more likely to imitate negative
behaviour if that behaviour is regarded as being
normal. Positive role models must be provided if
one expects change; to expect the latter without
the former is asking the impossible. Joe D, Y13

THE FIRST TIME IS THE HARDEST
IT WAS OUR first-ever debating competition and against Year 9s at Grey Coat: we were terrified. We had only ever debated in front of our classmates in Debating Club, so this was a great
leap. However, although we were all shaking in fear, we were determined to try our best.
We started with a bit of getting to know each other. The judge introduced us to a game in
which we had to ramble on about a subject we were given and we couldn’t hesitate or say the
same words twice which proved a challenge. After everyone had their turn, we discussed key
things to include in a debate and how to convey a point. For example, to avoid getting in a
sticky situation, we had to anticipate what the other team was going to argue for their point, so
if they challenged us with valid point, we would know exactly what to say.
The first debate was the hardest: we were all petrified, but luckily we made it out alive. It was
on prioritising teaching popular fiction rather than classic literature in English classes.
The second debate was on allowing the sale and purchase of human organs. We were
debating opposition. Having got through the first debate, we were more at ease and I feel that
as a team we performed better as we were less tense.
At the end of all those debates the team was exhausted from all the excitement and fear. We
were told the results and we unfortunately lost; however, considering that this was only our first
competition in debating, and that the opposition had more experience, we did extremely well.
We left Blandford Street with smiles and relief that it was over, but wanting to do it all over
again at the same time. It was an exhilarating experience. If you would be interested in debating, you can join the club that takes place in the Library study room every Thursday lunchtime.
Nadine S, Y8
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EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION

HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE

I

decided to write about Cuba for my EPQ because I
think it is such an interesting country. It is so cut off
from the rest of the world with its communist government. This was evident when I visited as there were no
adverts anywhere. The only thing you can see on billboards is communist propaganda with slogans like ‘Patria
o Muerte’: fatherland or death.
It is impossible to buy any of the brands we see in our
day-to-day life like Coca Cola or Cadbury’s; you can only
find their government-owned food brands.
However Cuba still has some of the highest literacy rates
in the world and what is considered the best health care
system. This is the reason that the US hates it so much: it
is an example of a society free of capitalism that has still
managed to be successful in many aspects.
Cuba’s history before the 1959 revolution is fascinating:
there was the Spanish conquest in the 15th century, independence wars in the late 19th century and then 60 years
of political instability, when the American Mafia had a big
influence in Cuba.
As a result of this history full of different international
influences, the architecture in Havana, which is what I
chose to research for my EPQ, is varied and beautiful. I
photographed buildings constructed in the 20th century
and researched their connection to the history of Havana.
It made my visit to Cuba so much more interesting because I could talk to locals about their experiences of
Cuban church
things that I had researched, and people were so friendly
and willing to talk to me.
Overall, the experience of visiting somewhere so different from anywhere else in the world and being
able to see the rich culture and architecture of Cuba was an amazing experience. Esther H, Y13

Gran Teatro de la Habana, 1915
Photos by Esther
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WORK EXPERIENCE

NO TWO DAYS WERE THE SAME

I

did my work experience at the Department for
International Trade in Whitehall, created after
the 2016 referendum to ensure that we get the
best trade deals after leaving the EU.
As a Politics student I naturally have a passion
for current affairs, but I’ve always thought that
being a civil servant sounded like a boring job
because you have to be apolitical and spend all
your time researching in an office.
My week at DIT proved me wrong. Working for
the government is extremely exciting as you are
part of an extensive group of people who all are
passionate about how our country is governed,
and no two days are the same.
During the week, Suzi (a classmate) and I were

as she sat next to Trump on BBC News that evening during his visit.
I don’t think any work experience I ever do in the
future will match up to the week I had and I feel
incredibly lucky to have been able to work for DIT.
Flora D, Y13

IN THE SUMMER, I did work experience in the
production offices of the Discovery Channel in
Milan. I expected to be making coffees and helping out staff with anything they needed, but my
ability to speak Italian fluently, and the fact that
Italians are so friendly, transformed the outcome.
Aside from working in a pressurised Italianspeaking environment, which was as exhilarating
as it was demanding, I was required to translate
across a number of languages (English, Italian and
French) at conference meetings with offices in different countries. This was a rare opportunity to
closely observe cross-cultural communication.
I spent a few days in the production office, and
on the set of Bake Off Italia. This gave me firsthand insight into the mechanics of a television
given the opportunity to sit in meetings and find
set, how ‘talent’ is dealt with and the importance
out about the worrying consequences of Brexit.
of organisation. There was never a moment to
We visited a range of departments, such as the
procrastinate!
Department for International Development, the
My success was due to my ability to translate and
Home Office, DEFRA and the Ministry of Justice,
my insights into what works on UK TV and how
with opportunities to talk with civil servants and an Italy can replicate this to fit their culture. Through
assistant to a Permanent Secretary.
casual chats with producers, I unexpectedly ended
We were given the challenge of presenting the
up pitching how an existing British TV show could
UK’s trade agreements with the GCC and EFTA to be remade for an Italian public.
a group of civil servants, which was a daunting
The experience showed me that the more lanprospect, but ended up boosting our confidence. guages I have under my belt, the more cultures I
The best part was undoubtedly visiting Number can interact with. Anna B-H, Y13
10 at the end of the week. We
got to quiz one of Theresa May’s
junior advisers on his role in the
office and what it is truly like
working behind the ‘famous
black door’. Other highlights
included going up the famous
yellow staircase from Love
Actually (Hugh Grant didn’t get
to dance down the real one);
walking in the infamous ‘rose
garden’ where Cameron and
Clegg made their first major
speech after forming the coalition; touching a chair that
Obama sat in and bumping into
Theresa May’s stylist. He was
holding a coral jacket in his
hand, which we saw her wearing

We got to quiz one of Teresa
May’s advisers on what it is
like working behind the
famous black door
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OPINION: ENVIRONMENT

WHO HAS THE POWER?

T

he sheer scale of humanity means that one
small change made by a fraction of the population could change the world. This concept
is often used by environmental organisations and
governments to inspire and engage populations
which may have otherwise felt powerless to
change the course of the earth's future.
But can we really justify this opinion? Or is our
future, as many believe, in the hands of the global
organisations and corporations, the manufacturers and producers, those who are producing the
products and resources and promoting the lifestyle which is detrimental to the planet?
No matter which of these arguments is more
justified, it is true that we have the power to
change our own daily impact on the environment.
Good examples of this can be seen in food waste
or transport. An average aeroplane produces 90
kg of CO2 every hour and there are half a million
people in the air at any one time. If fewer of us
travelled by plane there would quickly be substantial reduction to our global CO2 footprint.
With 24 million slices of bread thrown away
every day in the UK, it cannot be denied that if we
all ate that one last slice in the bread bin a difference would be felt. This is the basis of the argument of the power of the individual. A small action
done by an individual multiplied by a population of
millions and a change occurs.
But is it enough? In a world where people rarely
produce things for themselves, turning to transnational corporations to understand the global
amount of waste and pollution being produced
is imperative. Two thirds of fruit and vegetables
are thrown out before reaching supermarkets:
this puts the lonely pear in the bin at home into
perspective.
Companies have and will continue to push the
blame over towards individual actions. After all, it
was the individual who decided to buy the coffee

in the plastic cup or get a taxi, not a bus. However,
a study from 2013 revealed that a mere 90
companies have ‘caused’ two-thirds of all manmade global emissions since the beginning of the
industrial period. Examples such as BP, Exxon,
and Chevron are only naming a few. It's hardly surprising that many are oil companies.
So what does this mean about how we can
make a difference?
The phrase ‘people vote with their wallet’ was
coined to describe how many vote for their own
economic benefit; however more often it is being
used to describe how people can vote for change
using their economic powers. Boycotting products
or companies which are damaging the environment is shown to be successful.
In America, there have been numerous examples where the boycotts haven't had economic
impact, but media coverage over them has caused
companies such as Amazon and Macy’s to remove
products from their websites and stores. This
means these companies made a change purely
out of fear of the effect media coverage could
have on their profits. This shows how consumer
choice of action can radically shape the way that
companies behave.
To use capitalism as a tool for progress rather
than a limiting factor in the fight for the environment is therefore possible.
The concern is will it happen? People rarely put
environmental issues on their top priority list.
Global awareness is growing as report after report
is published over the rising impacts of climate
change. However, the longer it takes for most
people to get motivated to make environmental
differences the more radical the actions required
to limit environmental degradation.
It is the biggest ticking clock we are facing to
date. It is essential to feel empowered in order for
change to occur. Etta S, Y13
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STEM

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

S

ilver Crest is a project designed to help
students stretch themselves in STEM subjects. The purpose of our project was to
create a robotic device to identify and diagnose
mental illnesses in teenagers through symptoms
to a specific degree of accuracy, to the extent that
it can be used to treat the patient through the
identified illness.
We want to allow teenagers to be treated as
soon as possible and felt we could do this by designing this robot. It would enhance people’s lives

decided to create a Python-powered coded
programme, which would serve as a ChatBox.
According to HubSpot, 40 per cent of consumers
do not care whether a chatbot or a real human
helps them, as long as they are getting the help
they need. This shows that some individuals are in
need to communicate and share their opinions
and emotions with others by a discreet and safe
means of communication, such as live chat, rather
than talking to a person.
Our Chatbox programme would use a simplified
mean of expression so that the patient is not
placed under pressure to express their emotions
in their response. The user would answer the
questions using a scale ranging from 1 to 5.
Our final outcome, though different from what we
initially planned, was a success: we collected feedback from students and a school mentor which
by diagnosing mental disorders efficiently and
confirmed that our program was user-friendly,
quickly using computer input systems.
while clearly stating that this is not a replacement
We divided the roles needed for the work into
for a diagnosis by a doctor. It is simply a confidenteam manager (Jessica), researcher (Mariam) and tial reference by which the user can self-assess
designer (Siang). We researched into how electheir need to pursue treatment.
tronic or robotic methods can be used to treat or
Through doing our Silver Crest project we gained
identify mental illnesses, finding out how what
understanding of many elements beyond our
sensory devices we can have in a robot and how it specified jobs, including research, coding, testing,
can be applied effectively in the real world.
interviewing and receiving feedback. Our
As our project developed, however, we realised
knowledge of computer science has grown signifithat a physical robot might not be a realistic outcantly beyond the GCSE course, and we all feel a
come, and that alternative methods might be bet- great sense of achievement.
ter suited to our target audience. Therefore we
Siang T, Mariam A, Jessica G, Y10

Our Chatbox means teenagers
can share their emotions
discreetly and safely
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GOLD DUKE OF EDINBURGH

STORM IN SNOWDONIA

I

magine this: you are in the middle of Snowdonia, lost, cold and the rain is hammering down on you.
Your waterproofs are no longer waterproof and your feet are being drip-fed water due to the fact
that you are walking through streams, not the footpaths that are supposedly marked on your map.
You do not think you can feel any wetter until you slip and fall into a stream and learn that yes, you can
get wetter.
I am not describing some survival course that I took part in, but my experiences of Gold DofE. Walking for up to eight hours was something that I was prepared to do, having hiked with a heavy pack
before. What no one was prepared for, and what really disrupted our expedition, was the weather,
more specifically storm Helen, who came armed with 60-mph winds and what seemed like a need for
vengeance. To describe the expedition as enjoyable would be a lie, but nor was it entirely awful!
On Thursday night, after our second full day of walking, instead of having to camp in a field, we were
taken to a mountaineering cabin, which was lovely. Flicking the switch on a kettle and hearing water
boil within seconds, instead of waiting 10 minutes, was weirdly an incredible moment. What made that
night pleasant, rather than being an evening spent thinking about all the things that had gone wrong in
the day (and too many things had gone wrong, including three people developing varying degrees of
hypothermia) was that all 23 of us ate our food around one big table with a fire drying off our very wet
clothes and shoes while we did so.
Friday was a day that I found extremely challenging as I was physically exhausted, operating on
three hours sleep and also emotionally drained from losing three members of my team in the space of
48 hours.
I wanted to quit: with each step that I took forward, my brain told me to give up and stop, to get on a
nice warm train and head home, where I’d have a shower and be free from the elements. But each
time I thought of quitting, my feet didn’t stop; I continued to walk forwards.
When Saturday morning rolled around and my alarm woke me up at 5am, we dressed quickly in
damp tents with a head torch for light, set up our trangia and made our final meals, before leaving the
campsite at 6:30. Within the first hour, we got very, very lost and ended up walking through a field with
lots of loud, slightly aggressive-looking cows before making it to our first check point, two hours late.
By 2pm my team was lost again, on top of a hillock, cold, wet and wanting to be home, knowing that
we only had an hour before our train would leave.
We made it for the train, which was meant to leave at 3.02, but we got there at 3.03, with the rest of
the groups holding open the doors for us. Relief is not the right word to express what it felt like to sit on
a train and know that you were going to be in bed when you got home, not cold and tired and sick in
the middle of nowhere in Wales.
You think to yourself on the way home, with a smile spreading across your face, that you did it: you
survived and completed the expedition; even though in pain and often emotionally drained, you did it.
Sophie G-H, Y13
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